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Matthew: Hello, and welcome to Marketing Smarts, a podcast brought to you by MarketingProfs.  I’m 
your host Matthew Grant, Managing Editor here at MarketingProfs, and I thank you for listening.  
Just as search defined the online experience of the past two decades, sharing is poised to upend the 
online ecosystem in a whole new and more social way introducing untold value to web publishers and 
online advertisers alike. 
That’s what today’s guest, Kurt Abrahamson, wrote in Forbes last fall.  Kurt is the CEO of ShareThis 
and having put in his time as Director of the Content Media Group at Google, where he also oversaw the 
global launch of Google AdSense, it’s safe to say that he knows something about search, advertising, 
and of course sharing. 
I invited Kurt to Marketing Smarts to find out more about the ways that sharing and our increasing 
ability to track and qualify shares is changing the web publishing and advertising game.   
Specifically, I want to know why we’re having such a hard time quantifying influence, how the social 
quality index recently introduced by ShareThis makes it easier, and whether or not we’ll eventually see a 
move to content-centric rather than site or channel-centric advertising.  So, that’s exactly what we talked 
about.   
Before we get started I want to remind you that if you like what you hear at Marketing Smarts, and even 
if you don’t you can always leave us a review in ITunes or a comment on our site.  You can also reach 
out to me directly via email.  My email address is MattG@marketingprofs.com. 
Okay, let’s go, Kurt.  Welcome to Marketing Smarts. 
 
Kurt: Matt, thanks so much for having me on. I really appreciate it.  
 
Matthew: Excellent, well thanks for joining us.  I want to jump right in here. You recently published a 
post on Forbes.com which really just talked about lessons people could learn from Money Ball. You 
were looking at metrics and performance metrics to figure out how we could be spending our marketing 
and advertising dollars better.   
You had a very intriguing line in there which was “It’s about time media buyers rethought the 
underlying metrics they use to buy ads and publishers figured out a way to breathe new life into their 
monetization strategy.”   
Now, there are a lot of things in that statement that I think we can work with here but I thought we 
would start out with “these underlying metrics.”  What are the underlying metrics that people have been 
using to buy ads or publishers have been using to devise their monetization strategies?   
 
Kurt: I think the main one to date has been demographics of a site, the reach of the site. Just basic 
information about the audience and users of the site is what has been so prominent to date.   
When we say “rethink it” there is one point that I need to make. We talk about this idea of a social 
quality index at ShareThis.  What that means to us is that we can measure the social activity for all the 
publishers in our network based by the percentage of their traffic that is generated from social clicks, 
social sharing and social links.   
We think that this measure of engagement, this social quality engagement factor, is something that is 
very interesting for media buyers to take a look at. It gives a much more realistic look into how engaged 
a given publisher’s audience is with the content that’s being generated.  That’s a big answer. 
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Matthew: It also opens up new vistas for the conversation, I think.  Back in the fall you guys announced 
the social quality index and you brought it out as a new methodology.  It seemed like you were talking 
about it as something that people could use to make better decisions about media buys, for example.   
This was going to be a better type of metric than just, as you said, the demographic stuff or click-thrus 
and traffic. It would reach these classic metrics we’ve been using that themselves just seem like more of 
an echo of broadcast advertising metrics. They’re really like circulation numbers and that kind of thing. 
Whereas the sharing economy seems so much more important, and how much things are being shared 
seems so much more telling when we’re talking about the quality of content and the quality of site 
traffic. That’s my understanding of it.   
Could you explain a little bit more what goes into this social quality index and what really makes it a 
better way of thinking about sites and content? 
 
Kurt: Sure.  Let me start at the publisher level because I think what publishers have been struggling 
with, on the outside looking in, is they’re looking at all the social media sites. They’re looking at their 
content being shared into social media sites. To a certain degree I think they’re saying, “Don’t forget 
that it’s our content that is starting a lot of these conversations.”  
That it is premium content, quality content, that is actually what is being shared in Facebook, Twitter 
and LinkedIn, and what about the publisher to a certain degree?   
What SQI does is create an index that allows us to look across all the publishers in our network to show 
how much of their traffic has actually been socially generated and how that traffic relates to their overall 
traffic.   
What we mean by that is the amount of their traffic that is actually shared, content that’s shared from 
their pages, and anytime anyone clicks on a link for one of those contents to come back to the 
publisher’s site.   
We can create an index that says these publishers have a huge amount of sharing going on and a huge 
amount of social responsiveness, and these publishers have a lower amount.  What we are showing from 
our research and from our ad campaigns is something that I don’t think anyone is really going to find 
surprising.  
It is that on sites where the audience is socially engaged at a higher level there is more responsiveness to 
the advertising that actually shows up on those sites. It’s the quality content that generates the user 
engagement. 
 
Matthew: Is it that publishers are using the data? If they have the ShareThis button on their site, and of 
course there are a million plus sites that use this button, your sell to the publishers is you can use the 
data you collect via the ShareThis button to actually better position yourself and better sell advertising 
space either on your site or in your channels? 
 
Kurt: We’ll give them the score, so to speak.  We will tell them how they rank.  Obviously we don’t 
want to be in the business of identifying “here are the winners” and “here are the losers” as much as we 
want to be able to say “You as a publisher are doing a good job in this area and we recognize you and 
such.” and “You as a publisher could do more. Here are our recommendations on how to increase the 
sharing of your content.”  
This is with the idea that the publisher ultimately will be able to understand how they rank and figure 
out how they can use that to their advantage in terms of getting advertising and positioning it in relation 
to their advertisers.   
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There are tons of publishers out there who bring that message out there, who bring the message to the 
market saying, “Our audience is so engaged with our content. Our audience shares the content. We have 
a socially engaged audience.” SQI allows them an additional way to document that.   
Let’s go back to your first point and why this is different for media buyers. We don’t think anyone else 
can do this.  If you think about it you obviously need to have the ShareThis tools on your site in order to 
be able to understand that.  
However, no one else has the ability to look across so many sites.  We track across 27 verticals, so to 
speak. These are things like jewelry, travel, financial services and all the typical verticals.  We don’t 
think anyone can really do this.   
If you think about it publishers are really looking for a way to bring to market and a way to bring out the 
idea that it is our content that is fuelling the social engagement and fueling the social activities.   
We’re pretty excited about it.  It’s fairly transformational in some ways and we’re still in the earlier 
phases of it but we’re really excited about what we have here. 
 
Matthew: In another article you published about the early data that you had collected working with your 
partner StarCom that you were using in developing the SQI. How much traffic is driven by sharing and 
how that sharing traffic starts to approach to being comparable to search traffic and things like that? 
I guess I was a little curious about what you just said apropos of “you’re the only people who can do 
this.” Any site I go will have the ShareThis button a lot, but of course I’ll also see Facebook and Twitter 
buttons.   
Wouldn’t those guys, Facebook and Twitter specifically, and Google with Google +, also be in a similar 
position to do what ShareThis is doing? 
 
Kurt: I have a couple points there. The first is they can only measure the traffic that they generate. 
Facebook can’t measure what Twitter and LinkedIn are doing of course.  You know Facebook is the 
largest channel for sharing but it is under 50% of all sharing.   
I think our data from last summer was 38%.  Essentially almost two-thirds of all sharing does not occur 
through Facebook. What we’re able to do is look at it across all the social media services plus email and 
we’re able to do it on a relative basis.   
No one else can do that. How content is shared in different verticals across different sections of a site is 
very different.  You know, you’re probably like myself which is you share primarily professional 
content into LinkedIn. You share primarily personal content into Facebook.   
You need that full picture across all the different verticals to really be able to do what we’re trying to do.  
None of the individual social media services can do it with the same level of comprehensiveness that we 
do. 
 
Matthew: Alright, that makes perfect sense.  You have this comparative power since you can compare 
across all these verticals and across all these different metrics. This brings me to a question I have about 
the ShareThis business model specifically.   
You have the tools. You can aggregate all this data, but you’re not involved at the first level in ad 
networks and things like that.  You’re not actually functioning at that ad layer.  Is your business really 
more around a kind of data collection and analytics that then either publishers or advertisers could be 
using to either improve their monetization strategies or alternately create better targeting and better 
performing ad metrics? 
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Kurt: We’re able to use the data that we collect off the platform to let advertisers target users who are 
sharing content around an area that they are interested in targeting.  For example, we could help a 
BestBuy target users who are sharing content around individual video game titles, as an example.   
We collect the data. It’s essentially categorized by keywords. Then through our own platform we let 
advertisers access those audiences.  It’s a little bit akin to social AdWords, to use the Google 
terminology.   
We can literally tell an advertiser how many people in the last 30 days have shared content around any 
given subject and work through our platform to allow them to target those users.  Make sense? 
 
Matthew: Yes, that totally makes sense.  It brought me back though to the notion of the content and the 
kind of key central role that the content plays.  As you were saying, publishers can be using this data to 
show “Here’s the sharing. Here’s the social quality of the content on our site.”  Part of the trajectory of 
what you’re talking about and what ShareThis brings to the table and highlights, even with Adsense, for 
example, it seems like it’s very site driven.   
I know there are hooks where ads and things like that can get hooked into specific content pieces, but in 
general if you’re showing or displaying ads on your site it’s driven by the content focus of the site 
overall and not necessarily by specific content pieces.  In the end people share the content pieces, not 
that site, usually.    
Does it even make sense to talk about the emergence of a content specific kind of advertising model?  I 
also think in terms of something like Pinterest or something where people are actually isolating little 
pieces out of the site. People may never even click through those things to the original site, but there is 
still this sharing.   
It seems to me if you could actually tie this advertising more directly into the content then the content 
can be liberated, in a sense, and become free. Then it brings the advertising with it.  Is this kind of crazy, 
speculative, pie-in-the-sky stuff said by a guy who doesn’t know what he’s talking about? 
 
Kurt: I don’t think it’s completely speculative. I think from our perspective we’re looking at a few 
things in those areas that could get us there.  Right now we are able to determine via keywords the 
content of a given page. Then we’re able to target those users, through their cookies, for advertisers.  It 
is essentially about the content of the page.   
Can we get it down specifically to the page itself, so to speak, and the content on the page?  We’re 
working on that, but right now it’s more the active share than the active page, so to speak, if I’m 
following your question correctly. 
 
Matthew: I think that makes sense. It also makes sense that you would be looking at this. Today for the 
first time I saw where someone was sharing a YouTube video on Twitter. I could actually view the 
video in Twitter, within their tweet, just like you can on Facebook, for example. 
 
Kurt: Yes. 
 
Matthew: The web has been moving this direction for a long time now.  In fact, even more people are 
saying no one surfs the web anymore.  I go to Facebook and I can actually consume a lot of content 
without ever leaving Facebook.   
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If it is about the quality content and if you’re going to talk about monetization, it seems like eventually 
you need to have some way of trying to tie payment or something into the content piece itself and not 
the overall site.   
Along those lines, in the Money Ball piece on Forbes.com the other day you also made this suggestion 
that people might pay for quality content by sharing it.  Could you explain what you meant by that? 
 
Kurt: I think that what we’re trying to get at in relation to the SQI is that if we can identify that the site 
is one where lots of quality sharing, lots of links are being clicked on, that identifies that publisher or 
those pages on a publisher as having a high social engagement.   
At ShareThis our goal would be to buy that inventory from the publisher, put a premium on it and allow 
the publisher to share in that premium.   
If you think about it, our sharing tools occur mostly on pieces of content.  We’re generally not on 
homepages of sites.  In general people share articles. That’s where, if the ShareThis tools are going to 
exist, you usually see them.   
When the publisher is looking to monetize that page maybe it’s sold by their direct sales team, but we all 
know that a certain percentage of the inventory is generally put out there whether it’s on the exchanges 
or wherever it may go. What we’re saying is no one is putting a value on that page based on whether it’s 
being shared or whether it’s a high quality sharing site.   
If we’re able to do that beyond demographics, beyond however else that page is showing up in an 
auction, we think there’s a value there that we can realize and we’re going to be willing to share that 
value with the publisher.   
The concept is on pages that have a high amount of sharing, is the publisher getting credit for that 
sharing and can ShareThis provide that credit?  Does that make sense?  It’s a really nifty idea and we’re 
still working on it but we’re pretty excited about it. 
 
Matthew: Working for a publisher myself in a sense with MarketingProfs being this publisher, yes, I 
can see the publishers would be very interested in seeing that work out and being able to get credit for 
the sharing.   
I think it relates to some of the bru-ha-ha most recently around Pinterest. People want to have their stuff 
out there. In fact they’re in the business of getting it out there. Yet it’s easy to feel ripped off.    
Your stuff, wherever it’s showing up, Twitter or Facebook or wherever is reaping the benefit of me 
having created this stuff.  Then this reader is finding it interesting and sharing it. When does it come 
back to me?   
You said earlier that using these tools you can get a lot more insight into what makes content share-
worthy or more shareable.  I was wondering if you could share some of those insights or what insights 
you have thus far with our audience here. 
 
Kurt: In terms of what makes content more shareable I think we more record the fact that it’s happening 
than specifically know why it’s happening.  I’m not trying to avoid the question. The distinction from 
our point of view is that sharing has become a bit viewed as a commodity at the publisher level.   
It’s something that you can use ShareThis for. You can use your own buttons for it. You can develop 
your own in-house solution, but it has a little bit of a commodity angle to it. It ignores some of the value 
that ShareThis can bring to the equation in terms of making it easy for consumers to share content across 
the wide range of services that they may feel like they want to do it.   
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We argue that an open sharing platform is better than a closed sharing system. We argue that including 
many different sharing buttons is something that the publisher should consider instead of just Facebook, 
Twitter and LinkedIn.   
Users will share across more channels if they’re given the option to do so.  We argue against making 
those buttons not appear at the bottom of the page or in fixed locations but to float down the page.   
It’s less what makes a specific piece shareable in terms of the content but more how a publisher can 
structure their site to encourage as much sharing as possible.  You can say that the economic value of 
that is more page views and things like that.  All of that is important, but I think the underlying thing is 
that users want to be able to share content in more than just a couple limited ways.   
I think a good example is we have the Tumblr buttons as one of our options.  Tumblr is still relatively 
small overall but is growing exponentially. We put Pinterest available to publishers last month.  We 
believe more in the value of the open sharing platform to create reasons and incentive for users to share 
publishers’ content than knowing specifically why a given piece of content becomes popular theme-
wise. 
 
Matthew: Right.  I’m sure why specific things are shareable is going to be intensely content and context 
dependent. 
 
Kurt: Exactly. 
 
Matthew: I think what you can teach people really is how do you make anything more shareable, 
especially just through these mechanical pieces?  I think you’re right.  I’ve noticed the difference 
between the floating share buttons which we have on MarketingProfs.com, as opposed to just the static 
at the end.   
I even remember I was looking at something earlier today and I wanted to share it. I couldn’t even find 
the proper buttons.  It was frustrating because I want to share. I want to get stuff out there.   
I’m curious though. You’ve been involved in the content online media and where content creation meets 
advertising and monetization for a long time given your work with Google in years past.  What you’ve 
said now is something that hasn’t even existed for that long considering human history.  
You’ve actually been a participant in it for this very brief recent period of time.  So how have you seen 
things change in online publishing and the monetization thereof and what does that tell you about what 
the future might look like? 
 
Kurt: I think it continues to be very interesting for online publishers.  When I joined Google in 2003, 
almost exactly nine years ago, the product that I worked on was Adsense for content. The idea of placing 
text links against the context of a page was something that was viewed as heresy It’s online advertising. 
It’s not world peace. 
How could Google being doing this?  Google is trying to disaggregate the publishers from their 
audiences.  It was not going to be a quality experience.  It was an uphill battle.  Now, Google was 
writing large checks, so that tends to make the battle a little easier, but it was definitely a missionary 
type of thing when we started.   
I think the fear was that AdSense was going to replace direct sales teams and direct relationships with 
advertisers and that of course didn’t happen.  AdSense became generally a very profitable niche-way to 
extend the reach of your advertising.   
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In most cases it is not strategic. It is not a huge amount of revenue, but always enough. It was always 
straight to the bottom line. Publishers are still struggling to figure out how to make the most money from 
online advertising.   
Now of course it’s moved from the networks taking the inventory to the automation of the exchanges 
and RTB. Where does that all go? I don’t know where it goes definitively.   
I do know that most of what I read on the internet is what I consider quality content.  I watch with my 
kids and hopefully you’ll believe me. I see my share of kitten videos and all that kind of stuff.  
The high quality content that is out there is very important on the web.   I think it will continue to be 
even though the ad models are just going to continue to evolve over time.  I think generally it’s working 
out okay.   
I like what we’re trying to do. We’re trying to associate the publisher and the content with the idea that 
it’s not just social media. It’s socially engaged audiences that are important. I feel like we’re making 
good progress there.  That was a little bit of a long answer. 
 
Matthew: I don’t mind longs answers, Kurt.  Even in your copy that you guys have on your site and the 
things that you’ve written there really are these problems in these buzz words we hear. They are words 
like “engagement” and “influence” and “reach.” They seem very ephemeral or diaphanous or some word 
indicating hard to pin down.   
I think the beauty of focusing on sharing is ultimately one thing. People like to be able to measure actual 
behaviors. What did someone actually do?  A share suddenly makes things very concrete. 
This really happened and we don’t have to extrapolate and apply multipliers and all this other stuff.  We 
can really talk about what actually happened.  I do think there is a kind of paradigm shift there.   
 I wanted to ask my last question here.  You’re a CEO. You’ve been in CEO positions before and you’ve 
been in leadership positions now for a long time. I’m thinking you think like a CEO. That may be a 
whole other conversation about what that actually means.   
If I were a marketer telling my CEO that this is really important that we start taking this sharing piece 
seriously I would say, “There’s a lot we can learn here. It’s going to help us make better decisions in 
terms of media buys, who we work with and who we partner with.”   
What sorts of things would you want to hear from that marketer to be convinced this was really 
something worth applying resources to? 
 
Kurt: If my marketing department came to me and said, “We want to try this.” Is that what you mean? 
 
Matthew: Yes, exactly.  What do you want to hear? What are the things that would convince you “This 
makes sense and let’s give it a shot?” 
 
Kurt: I think that I would want to understand what we think the true value is in sharing behavior.  I 
think what is usually apparent to me is it’s fairly intuitive that when people share content it’s a relatively 
high value act in terms of the marketing funnel.   
It may not be like search in terms of direct intent, but it’s a pretty high value activity. I want to 
understand what this company is saying they can do with that information and frankly I would give it a 
shot.  
That’s what’s been wonderful about our business. A lot of advertisers and agencies have given us a shot. 
It’s performed well and so they’ve given us bigger shots.  What’s so good about the business we’re in is 
just that intuitive value of why when people share something and why that should be important.   
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I personally never share things with people I don’t know because everyone I share with I’m connected to 
in some way.  In general, I share things fairly selectively. I don’t share 100 things a month.  
I believe our average user shares 10 to 12 items a month so it’s a fairly selective opportunity.  Generally 
I share something I’m excited about. I want people to know.  I share my press with people but more in 
LinkedIn than I do on Facebook.   
I think I would want to understand a little bit more about why we think there’s value in the sharing. 
What’s good about it is there is a lot of intuitive buy-in in terms of what we’re doing. It just seems to 
make a lot of sense which is a great place for us to be in. 
 
Matthew: As I said before the share becomes a very measurable, discreet activity that you can definitely 
measure.  As you said we all know personally sharing is part of our daily life even if we’re not doing it.  
A lot of the content I look at, for example, is stuff that’s been pushed to me through shares of people I 
follow on Twitter and Facebook.   
It’s built-in now, so that makes perfect sense when you say there’s an intuitive “This makes sense and 
wow these guys can actually tell me more about it.” That’s a bonus.   
Well, Kurt, I really appreciate you taking the time to talk to us today.  If people wanted to find out more 
about ShareThis where would you point them? 
 
Kurt: I would point them to me.  I’m at kurt@sharethis.com.  Obviously all the information is on our 
website but operators are standing by. 
 
Matthew: Well, thank you very much for talking to us today and thank you listener for listening here to 
the very end.  This has been Marketing Smarts, a podcast brought to you by MarketingProfs.  I’m your 
host, Matthew Grant, and I’ll talk to you next week. 
 
 


